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LINES IN THE SAND

Rafael’s fall puts city ﬁshing on brink Presidential politics

spills onto Beacon Hill
By Steve LeBlanc
The Associated Press

JACK SPILLANE

T

hey called him “The
Codfather” and like
his namesake in the
movies, everybody secretly
loved him.
Sure, he was a rough, tough
guy who said “mother———”
every other sentence.
Sure, he liked to brag about
how he got the money to buy
his first boat might not have
all been on the “up and up.”
But he was a big success.
Carlos Rafael parlayed one
boat into two boats and then
two boats into a fleet of boats
and then the money from the
boats into a seafood processing house.
On a waterfront where
the once mighty groundfish
industry has been slowly rotting to a sad shipwreck, we
admired Carlos.
Like everybody on the
waterfront, he made money
on the scallopers but how
the hell was he doing it on
groundfish? Nobody else
understood how to make
money groundfishing
anymore.
Now, we know how Carlos
did.
Or at least how the feds say
he did.
The rough, tough Codfather had fish that were
on the books and fish that
were off the books. He had
low-priced haddock that
was really higher priced
dabs or gray sole. He had an
elaborate scam he called “the
dance” under which he and
his bookkeeper had their boat
captains bringing off-thebooks fish down to another
wise guy in New York.
The off-the books fish sold
for cash in the big city and
Carlos is said to have made
a killing. More than $600K
in just six months. Probably
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millions over time.
The U.S. government says
Carlos picked up the cash
in bags at a drop-off point
in Connecticut. And he
had a corrupt law enforcement type help him smuggle
much of it through Logan.
After that, the feds say he
told two of their undercover
agents how he stashed it
in Portuguese banks that
didn’t require him to complete forms saying he was an
American citizen.
It’s all another stain on
New Bedford, the type of
thing that will cause those
who think they know the city
to say that’s the way they roll
down in New Beige. It’s all
corrupt down there, it’s all
on the down low.
But it isn’t really.
There’s plenty of honest
fishermen, Portuguese and
Newfoundlander-Irish. Norwegians and Cape Verdeans.
All of them Greater New
Bedford Americans.
Most of them own one
or two boats, barely hanging on in an unfair world of
environmental regulations
that place all the burden on
the working guy. The real

Carlos Rafael is a dishonest guy — he’s
already served time for tax evasion and been
convicted of falsifying his ﬁsh landings. But
does Carlos’ story show you can’t make a
living ﬁshing anymore without cheating?
problem, of course, is bigger.
It’s climate change and it’s
all of us who like fish so
easily scooped up by modern
technology.
But now that Carlos is
in jail, what will happen
to the last guy doing bigtime groundfishing in New
Bedford?
Carlos Rafael is a dishonest guy — he’s already served
time for tax evasion and
been convicted of falsifying
his fish landings. But does
Carlos’ story show you can’t
make a living fishing anymore without cheating?
And what will happen to
all the valuable fish quotas
Carlos controls? Will the
government let Rafael
continue to fish while under
indictment for a crime that
could put him away for 20
years? Will it let someone
else buy up his quota? Does
anyone even have that kind

of money for groundfishing
when it’s so hard to make
money doing it?
Mayor Mitchell says one
of his big concerns is that
Carlos’ quotas could be
redirected to fishing sectors outside of New Bedford.
And he’s going to let the feds
know that it’s not just fishermen but fish cutters and all
the businesses that supply
the fishing industry that are
on the line if the city loses
that quota.
The Port of New Bedford is
bigger than any one player,
Mitchell says.
But with the fall of
Carlos Rafael, some may
be wondering if that’s
really true when it comes to
groundfishing.
—Follow Jack Spillane on
Twitter @JackSpillaneSCT.

BOSTON — Presidential politics are starting to bleed over
onto Beacon Hill with past and
present elected figures wading
into the scrum — even as others
are trying to keep their heads
above the fray.
Some, like Republican Gov.
Charlie Baker, have tried both
paths.
Baker initially steered clear
of the primaries saying he
wanted to focus on his day
job working for the people of
Massachusetts.
Then, just days before the
New Hampshire primary,
Baker expressed concerns
about Donald Trump’s campaign and publicly endorsed
Republican New Jersey Gov.
Chris Christie, even appearing
with him at a campaign event.
After a disappointing finish,
Christie dropped out and on
Friday endorsed Trump, much
to the surprise of Baker.
Not only is he not planning
to endorse again, Baker said
— defaulting to his original
position — he’s not even sure
who he’s voting for, although
he said Trump and Ted Cruz
aren’t likely to get his ballot.
“I’m going to focus on my
day job,” Baker told reporters
Friday.
Baker may be out of touch
with the base of his party in
the state.
A MassINC Polling Group
survey for WBUR-FM released
this week shows Trump, the
billionaire New York businessman, well ahead of other
Republican candidates among
likely voters. The poll shows a
much tighter Democratic race.
Massachusetts is one of 12
states that cast votes for party
nominees on Tuesday.
While other Massachusetts
Republicans are searching
for alternatives to Trump —
former Gov. William Weld
recently endorsed Ohio Gov.
John Kasich while former
Republican Lt. Gov. Kerry
Healey is supporting U.S. Sen.

Marco Rubio — others are
aligning themselves with the
New York businessman.
Ex-Massachusetts U.S.
Sen. Scott Brown, now a
New Hampshire resident, has
endorsed Trump and has been
mentioned by Trump as a possible running mate.
The jostling isn’t limited to
the GOP.
While Hillary Clinton has
much of the Massachusetts
Democratic establishment
locked down— including Attorney General Maura Healey,
Boston Mayor Marty Walsh
and nearly every member of the
state’s all-Democratic delegation — there is one noticeable
exception.
The deafening silence surrounding U.S. Sen. Elizabeth
Warren’s failure to endorse in
the Democratic primary even
caught the attention of Baker,
who suggested reporters try
again to pin her down.
Clinton and Sanders both see
Massachusetts as a possible
win. Clinton has institutional
backing while Sanders, who
echoes many of Warren’s economic themes, sees an opening
in the state’s bevy of college
students and left-of-center
primary voters.
The new poll shows Trump
with the support of 40 percent
of likely Republican voters in
Massachusetts, with Rubio
and Kasich each receiving the
backing of 19 percent. Cruz
trailed with 10 percent, followed by Carson with 5 percent
and 7 percent undecided.
The poll shows a much closer
race among likely Democratic
voters, with Clinton capturing 49 percent of those polled
compared with 44 percent
for Sanders and 7 percent
undecided.
The telephone poll of 418
likely Democratic primary
voters and 386 likely Republican primary voters was
conducted between Feb. 21 and
23 and has a margin of error of
plus or minus 4.9 percentage
points.

